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there is also a new way to import graphics into the timeline, and premiere pro is now better
at handling graphics created in other apps, like after effects, photoshop, and illustrator. you
can also use the new motion graphics panel to easily create titles, text, and other graphics

for your video. theres a lot to like in the latest version of premiere. theres also a lot that
youll probably never use, like the ability to build a 4k intro in edit mode. while youre editing
a project, you can see what needs to be changed. for example, you can see an animation,
then you can just change it, and the preview will update immediately. having dedicated 4k
editors in the video editing software realm is no longer a pipe dream. thanks to the new 4k

intro feature, the future of video editing is well on its way to becoming a reality. if youre
using 4k projects in premiere pro, you can take advantage of a lot of the hardware that has
been produced to support it. for the past decade, editing has been an integral part of the
post-production workflow. now, its finally time for this part of the process to take a step

forward and become automated. if youre into video editing, youll want to try out adobe it
would be pretty awesome if we could keep our edited movies, but this was not intended to
be a feature-rich application for that. but, i think that the new audio tools, especially the
new sound customization tools, can go a long way towards making it easier to get great-
sounding audio in to a project. its not exactly the same as a feature, but its a useful thing
to have. theres a lot to like in the latest version of premiere pro. most of it is subtle, and

easy to miss, but if youre an editor, youll appreciate it. for a lot of people, premiere pro has
now become their main editing application. if thats you, youll be pleased to know that they
have finally started to automate the editing process. if youre a beginner, youll notice that

you can now see exactly what youre changing as you edit. you can also change things, and
have the result preview immediately, meaning that you can see the difference right away.
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too often (this is me), when you think about video you think about a linear story that starts
at the beginning and ends at the end. this isnt a great way to think about stories, because
then youre trying to fit a story into a space with a beginning and end. by thinking of stories

as non-linear, you can break stories into pieces. this helps you make more story.
fortunately for you, premiere pro is that kind of story editor. its actually better at story

creation than simple video editing. theres a few different ways to get into a video project,
and all of them are easy. its like anything else in premiere pro. first, you can just double-

click the video file and it opens as a timeline. you can choose to open it straight to the edit
window, or to open it in a new window. then you can get into the story editor. thats the big
screen where you see all the projects. in this view, you can drag and drop clips and directly

insert, cut and trim clips as you would any other. the problem is that sometimes you just
need to open the video and play it. cc patch makes that super easy. open the file, and

press the keyboard shortcut cmnd + p, or choose open source from the new file menu. go
on. get it? thats it. now you have video. if youre creating a story, you need to consider the

order of your story, and the relationship between scenes. youll want to make sure that
everything makes sense. youll notice there are a few different toolsets in the software to
do just that. - im trying to get this caption, but the animation isnt playing or just doesnt

work. this tool helps with a lot of common problems. youll spend a lot of time with it
because premiere pro has so many options and ways to set things up. you should practice

here. its also a good thing to know how to do. its like the grammar and spelling of the
software. you have to know the grammar and spelling in order to understand how they

work, and why that matters. 5ec8ef588b
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